Design Recommendations for an Inclusive Online Sexual Health Clinic for Blind and Partially Sighted People
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Sexually transmitted infections are highly prevalent in the UK, and chlamydia, which is largely asymptomatic, is the most common. Digital health is being integrated into health services provision to support the increasing demand for testing and treatment. However, with this integration, there is a need to ensure that the design, development, and deployment of digital health platforms are inclusive and accessible for all. This paper explores the needs of blind and partially sighted people when using an online sexual health clinic through interviews with seven blind and partially sighted people. The findings identified key barriers and facilitators that impact the accessibility of online sexual health clinics, including the accessibility of the visual content, particularly for self-testing and the need to consider the privacy of disclosing sexual health information. We align with the principles of Universal Design and, as such present design recommendations to inform the design of inclusive online sexual health interventions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are 2 million blind or partially sighted (BPS) people in the UK [28]; their use of assistive technology enables inclusion and participation in health services [2,3]. As healthcare moves towards digital platforms to provide information and services, there are concerns that this may widen the digital divide and increase health inequalities by excluding those who already have difficulties accessing healthcare online, such as BPS people [15]. We explore this using a case study of accessing sexual healthcare online.

Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are a significant public health issue, with chlamydia remaining the highest transmitted STIs in the UK.[11]. Contrary to widespread belief, disabled people are as sexually active as the wider population but tend to have poor sexual health outcomes and are at greater risks of STIs [6]. Much of this can be attributed to difficulties accessing information and sexual health services: [10]. Digital health and wellbeing interventions can potentially reduce barriers to accessing care for both BPS people and the wider population and should be designed and developed inclusively to ensure that all can benefit from the outset [16]. This paper explores access to an online sexual health clinic (eSHC) designed to remotely sample, test and enable individuals to receive treatment for STIs. The eSHC delivers care for chlamydia through an online clinical pathway. This paper presents findings from an interview study with BPS to explore barriers and facilitators in accessing an eSHC and outlines design recommendations to ensure the eSHC is effective and accessible for BPS people. Our paper uses person-first language as this is how participants described themselves.
2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Online Sexual Health Clinic
Sexually transmitted infections are a major public health issue with the harm of untreated infections, which can lead to significant health consequences and onward transmission [2]. In England, there are high rates of STIs despite control measures already in place, such as free testing facilities and contraception [25]. Testing for STIs through telephone and Internet-based consultations, led to an increase in diagnosis via these services from 17% in 2019 to 36% in 2020 [25]. This presents an important case for eSHCs to support public health needs. Online sexual health clinics could play an important role in addressing the high demand for sexual health services by enabling access to STI screening and reducing diagnosis times through triaging patients who are minimally symptomatic or asymptomatic online [12]. Chlamydia remains the most diagnosed STIs in England due to mainly being asymptomatic [25]. To provide effective care, an online clinical pathway was created by a multidisciplinary team of experts in sexual health and digital health interventions [11]. During this study, an early iteration of the eSHC was introduced to participants, which has since been developed [9]. The pathway shared with the users were as follows. Users would register with the eSHC and order a self-sampling kit, which requires a person to take a urine sample and/or vaginal or rectal swab to be sent to a lab. If a person tests positive for chlamydia, they are notified on the eSHC and begin an online consultation managed by a prescribing algorithm. This algorithm investigates an individual’s medical history to assess whether receiving treatment without in-person interaction is clinically safe. In addition, the eSHC offers partner notification and a follow-up telephone call with a sexual health advisor to offer support.

2.2 Access to sexual health services for BPS People
Barriers BPS people face to accessing sexual health services are a symptom of a broader issue: health provision is primarily designed for the needs of the sighted population [13,21]. This means health and medical information is presented in inaccessible formats not tailored to their needs [34]. This reduces health literacy, which could lead to greater risks of STI transmission [21]. BPS face barriers to in-person sexual health services due to physical constraints on travelling to clinics independently, which can reduce autonomy if reliant on sighted assistance [17], and societal stigmas preventing BPS people from asking for help [10]. Other known barriers include medical information or directions written on packaging or health campaigns that BPS people cannot parse [7]. Sex education in schools is often inaccessible for pupils with visual impairment as the content is largely visual [3,20], leaving BPS people feeling excluded and confused. Despite growing evidence that young adults with visual impairments are sexually active, 57% compared to 65% of young adults without disabilities, lack of accessible information leads to insufficient knowledge of sexual health. Whilst BPS people have voiced a need for more information on STDs, contraception, fertility and bodily organs [8], the insufficiency of inclusively designed educational content can lead to exclusion and marginalisation [31].

2.3 Accessibility of digital health
The rapid growth in digital health information can facilitate access to health information and services for BPS people [4]. Digital interfaces enable information presentation in accessible formats compatible with assistive technology [34], enabling BPS people to perceive and understand information. Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [35] are developed to ensure content accessibility for screen readers and people with low vision. A recent modification to WCAG 2.0 2018 ensures interfaces improve accessibility for those with a visual impairment [35]. Of particular concern is when visual information such as images, tables and diagrams in scientific articles are not accessible to BPS who use screen
readers [29]. However, healthcare tends to use scientific images to explain conditions; thus, these elements must be interpreted in text for those who cannot engage with visual content.

Whilst research on digital health interventions for BPS people is increasing, their use of digital sexual health remains under-researched. This research aims to fill this gap by answering the research question: what are the design recommendations towards an eSHC to ensure it is accessible for blind and partially sighted users?

3 METHODS

Interviews with seven BPS people, aged 23-61 (1 female; 6 male), were conducted online, lasting approximately one hour. Participants were recruited through convenience sampling, with posts on social media and relevant charity organisations. Four participants identified as partially sighted, and three as blind. All but one participant used assistive technology online, including a braille display, screen readers, audio voiceovers and video magnifiers. A participant screening questionnaire was sent to understand a participant's level of visual impairment and whether they used accessible technology online so their needs would be considered in data collection.

The interviews explored previous experiences searching for sexual health information online and a walk-through of the eSHC to explore participants’ preferences. The walk-through was based on a fictitious scenario of receiving a positive chlamydia result. First, questions about accessing online health information, including sexual health, were explored. This was followed by a walk-through, in which participants were given audio descriptions of the steps and options of an eSHC prototype that an individual would expect to encounter when interacting with an eSHC pathway.

Interviews were audio recorded with consent. Transcripts were anonymised, reviewed, and corrected, aiding familiarisation with the data. Transcripts were analysed using NVivo software using thematic analysis [5]. A deductive analysis was undertaken to specifically understand BPS’ barriers and facilitators towards using online health clinics to inform design recommendations. Transcripts were coded, which were grouped using affinity mapping. Initial codes included Information Gaps, Web accessibility and privacy and stigma. Further discussion and collaboration with the research team organised the codes into meaningful themes, of which the key barriers and facilitators are presented.

3.1 Ethical Considerations

This study received ethical approval from the departmental committee (UCLIC/1819/006). Participants were assured that only topics related to using an eSHC would be explored in the interviews, and all data collected would be appropriately anonymised.

4 FINDINGS

Interviews explored accessing general health information and services online, specifically in the context of sexual health; findings cover the expressed barriers and facilitators in both topics, followed by design recommendations for inclusive design.

4.1 Barriers: Awareness and Accessibility of eSHCs

Participants expressed low awareness of accessible sexual health services. All participants showed interest in the novelty of the eSHC. “I did not know clinics even existed online. I think I knew people could get checked for sexual disease in the hospital” (P3). All had experienced difficulties accessing content online due to inaccessible website design. This included content incompatible with screen readers or managing dynamic features like pop-ups. One participant shared
that an inaccessible eHealth website prevented them from accessing care online, resulting in them abandoning online care and choosing in-person care. “It was a patient portal, and the items weren't really intuitively laid out, it was not very clear at all what was going on... it was not clear where you found what and what piece of information...I saw Doctor in person” (P4). Others reported that health information relies on images without alt. text. “Diagrams would be harder, somehow write it out or don't use diagrams” (P4). Another shared concern was whether instructions for self-sampling would be accessible; otherwise, they would be unusable for BPS people. This was independent of the level of residual functional vision. “Not everyone will be able to follow instructions on a pack, if they are written down” (P7).

**Design Recommendation:** The interface must have accessibility features built-in and be compatible with assistive technology.

### 4.2 Barriers: Privacy Concerns

Privacy was a key concern when using online health information or navigating online platforms for sexual health needs. Participants shared that personal contacts such as friends, family or carers would have to help them carry out such personal tasks. Reliance on a sighted helper to read instructions on self-sampling was explicitly stated to be a barrier. “...I might end up being reliant on a sighted person to read those instruction.... So, at home, that's gonna be someone a friend or family? No, you don't really want them in on this. In which case, you'd rather go to the clinic and have an expert do it.” (P5). There was also a significant concern when using the eSHC whether the platform would use voice to confirm or share diagnoses results. The main concern was about friends or family members reading or hearing the results. There was a preference towards receiving results in a text message due to simplicity, and to enable autonomy of the user as to when they will open the message. One participant stated that their voice-over technology reads out incoming text messages. “If you use an iPhone, it's got voiceover built in. So speaks notifications, which is really useful, but could be incriminating or revealing of things sometimes when you're in company.” (P5). So, whilst participants could mute their phone from reading the result to prevent this, they would not know when to expect the result notification; therefore, keeping their phone muted could impact their daily activities. Preferences were favoured for choosing when to interact with the eSHC and not have push notifications.

**Design Recommendation:** Interface to have multi-modality options for delivering discreet results.

### 4.3 Facilitators: Audio-based support

A user need shared by all was the controllable option for audio content over other modalities and live chat or email communication as alternatives; participants expressed the importance of having audio options built into the eSHC. “You know, it may be accessible, and it might not be, even if it is, people might not know how to use the chat service. So, it just takes up more time.” (P4). Participants preferred audio content to be readily available and not have to use another assistive technology device to use the eSHC as this was how information was mainly consumed; however, with privacy concerns related to sexual health, the option to choose whether and when to have the audio feature enabled was preferred.

**Design Recommendation:** Audio-based modalities to be available on-demand.

### 4.4 Facilitators: Accessible care

All participants expressed the benefits of accessing sexual health services remotely, including not having to plan their journeys, not considering which clinics would be accessible, and not needing someone with them. “Getting to places can be challenging. So yeah, it'd be nice to just do it at home” (P5). Participants shared that instructions for using the eSHC should have multiple modality options and not only have images-based instructions online, “You use different
formats like audio and listen to the steps and follow what the steps are” (P6). Braille-only options are insufficient as not all visually impaired persons can read braille or access a screen reader. Therefore, written or audio instructions should be simple yet specific. “As long as it's clear what goes in what, I'm sure it is self-explanatory” (P5).

**Design Recommendation:** Instructions must be translated online and in various modalities compatible with assistive technology.

5 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

This study explored factors impacting access and use of an online sexual health clinic among blind and partially sighted people. The findings highlighted the barriers and facilitators that impact access to digital health, particularly online sexual health services for BPS people. One of the main barriers was the awareness and accessibility of online sexual health information. Without awareness of inclusive systems, BPS are at increased risk of STIs as well as for onward transmission. We also report the importance of web accessibility in mediating digital health’s inclusive usability. The findings affirm and extend existing literature [18,29], highlighting how poorly designed interfaces compound the assistive technology BPS people use, creating barriers towards accessing care [14]. We also report concerns about interacting with an eSHC, particularly self-sampling. Self-sampling and receiving diagnosis results raised crucial privacy concerns when interacting with the eSHC. Due to the impact on privacy and autonomy, BPS people could likely be deterred from engaging with the eSHC, further exacerbating the stigma and marginalisation faced by BPS people in many domains. Whilst others have explored how users rely on features that could be consumed by those around them to interact with technology [1], design features need to consider privacy and preserve dignity when providing sexual healthcare [27]. Multimodal interactions are essential to support the inclusivity and autonomy of BPS users by enabling them to choose when they want to interact with the eSHC and adapt the notifications and alerts to their preferences.

Identified barriers and facilitators led to a set of design recommendations which, whilst not novel, are often absent from the design of digital health tools. A key tenet of the disability interaction manifesto is co-creation with intended users to promote connection to the technology in question and to move from a situation where digital health excludes and assumes [19,30]. Such design decisions could contribute to reducing structural inequalities faced in health promotions tailored to the sighted population to maximise health equity in digital health interventions [18]. Embedding accessibility guidelines in health interventions early on in the design process is a move towards Universal Design [16], with solutions catering towards those with specific needs and the wider population; as such, this is referred to as ‘design for all’ [22], which can move towards “equitable and agential technology use for disabled people” [32,33]. This research aligns with universal design, as such, identified key barriers and facilitators to using eSHC during design and not once developed and disseminated. Future work should include user testing with other diverse populations, including gender and those with different access needs to ensure inclusivity. We present design recommendations to support the inclusive design of an online sexual health clinic for BPS people, which mainly focuses on accessible online content for use with assistive technology and on-demand multimodality preferences to maintain privacy and dignity when interacting with the eSHC.
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